Present items

- Attending bi-weekly UGC meetings
  - Large topics of discussion over the past month include online class increases, core-curriculum changes, and changes to the description of the Mines student on the Mines website.
- Proxy Kristin Farris attending by-weekly FS meetings
  - Pertaining to the student body, the largest discussion has been USG voting rights in UGC. The vote is on hold until GSG comes up with a similar proposal for their vote on GC.
- GSG Voting Proposal
  - Per the previous bullet point, GSG has written a proposal and plans to present it to GC within the next week. Voting should soon follow. If that vote passes, it will get moved on to FS where a vote for both the USG and GSG proposal will take place.

Action items (next month)

- Keep up to date with GSG’s progress regarding their voting rights.
- Work with Sevy on Balance Initiative.
  - Sevy, USG’s BOT rep, put forth an initiative to increase student diversity in extracurriculars on campus. As I have previously worked on similar initiatives, we will be collaborating on ways to push this initiative further and make progress.

Announcements

- If you have any news you would like brought forth to the faculty, please let me know!

People in contact with:

Colin Terry
Sevy Swift
Allie York
Gus Grievel
Kristin Farris